Privacy Policy

The data collected:
We, BIA Separations, now part of Sartorius, as the main sponsor of Monolith Summer
Symposium (MSS) will collect basic information acquired through your time in the Confiva
platform. You can provide some of this information directly to us in advance and we will gather
the remaining data through your time, interactions, use, and experiences when on the Confiva
platform. The data collected will consist on your interactions with BIA Separations, MSS2022,
Confiva, and the choices you make, which includes your privacy settings and features you use.
The following information can be provided ahead of time to us:

-

Full Name
Email address
Organization/Company
Phone number (exceptions may apply; only speakers)

The following data will be collected as you interact in the Confiva platform:

-

Views and interactions with content
Retention time
Watch time

How will we use your data:
The data collected is not shared with any third parties and will only be used to enhance our
understanding of the content you liked based on the way you interact with it, watch duration,
and the retention time. Data gathered will be used to improve our event in the following years.
We will use the email address obtained to contact you about the future events, provide you with
the chance to register for the upcoming MSS, and share with you information from the event
that you have attended. All data will be safely stored on the servers at the BIA's facility in
Ajdovščina, Slovenia.

Retention period:
The data will be retained for an indefinite period.

Consent:
By accessing the Confiva platform and MSS2022 event, you grand the consent to use the
above-mentioned data.

How to Withdraw your consent:
If you don’t agree with tracking, please write to us at: info@monolith-events.com, to withdraw
your consent. You can do this at any time.

